July 18 - Aug 01, 2020
basehabitat.org/summer-school

Objectives

Promote earth and bamboo as excellent materials
for contemporary architecture and establish a global network
to enforce exchange of knowledge and experience.
Earthen and bamboo architecture has not only a long tradition
in human settlement, but it also offers many advantages
for contemporary architecture. BASEhabitat focuses on the
consideration of socio-cultural, economical and ecological
aspects in the architectural design and construction.

Programme

Practice and theory on contemporary architecture with
low-tech materials earth and bamboo.
Workshops
The focus lies on practical work. Participants can choose 2 out
of 4 workshops on different techniques. Each one lasts 4,5 days.
adobe | franco noriega + zoé tric (amàco)
rammed earth | dominik abbrederis + timur ersen
earth & fibre | becky little + francois streiff
bamboo | joana torres + luisa correa
Material Science
Basics in using earth and bamboo for construction.
Exchange and discussion between the workshops.
earth | bamboo
Theory Classes
Theory classes will present different insights and
allow discussions about challenges of sustainable architecture.
Anna Heringer | Martin Rauch | Friedbert Ottacher | ...
Field trip
Field trip to vernacular architecture in Austria.
Alternatively this is a day off for particpants not going on the
fieldtrip.
Peer lectures
In the evening we give the stage to the participants. You can
present your projects, discuss them with the others
and create new networks.

Date and Location
July 18 - Aug 01, 2020
abz AgrarBildungsZentrum
Salzkammergut,
Pichlhofstraße 62,
4813 Altmünster, Austria
Costs
1.650 €
for the participation in the
International Summer School,
including
accommodation (4 bed room),
food (full board)
and field trip.
It is possible to apply for
a scholarship.
Certification
Participants will get a course
certificate (4 ects) issued by the
University of Art and Design Linz
and a confirmation of
Basehabitat & unesco Chair
Application
February 10 - March 20, 2020
Fill in the application form on our
website and
upload your portfolio
(max. 6 A4 pages in b/w)
Contact
basehabitat@ufg.at
www.basehabitat.org

who can participate

We address architects,
students, lecturers, craftsmen
and -women from all over the
world, who are interested in
sustainable architecture.

